INTRODUCTION
Textured hexagonal materials such as titanium, zirconium and their alloys present a strong plastic anisotropy. Several works after those of Thornburg and Piehler (1975) have been devoted to plastic behaviour simulation of these materials based on Taylor model (Dervin, 1978 , Pochettino et al., 1981 , Carre, 1984 . In its classical form, Taylor model requires five independent slip systems or a combination of slip and twinning to accommodate any given deformation; the previous authors used a combination of two prismatic slip systems, plus two slip systems which are either the basal {0001}(11.0) or a combination basal-pyramidal {10il) (ll.0) and one twinning system to accommodate deformation along [0001] axis. Selection of basal and pyramidal slips is related to their respective critical resolved shear stress CRSS; for titanium CRSS values were taken from experimental results due to Naka (1983) , obtained on single crystals where only prismatic and basal slips were observed. Twinning systems commonly observed are respectively {11.2)(11.3) and {10i2}(10il) for compression and extension along c axis. Tom6 and Kocks (1985) The terms a are the components of the rotation matrix relating both axes systems. In the crystal system, the calculation of the shear stress for each slip system "s" can be done by using the generalised Schmid law" r' , mcri (5) and where b and n are the unit vector of slip direction and of the normal to the slip plane.
The relations between the external applied stress and the shear stress r' for prismatic slip are presented in along T.D., which is in a bissector plane of two active slip directions, the c axis will turn of around 2 towards the (0001) [2ii0] as it is shown in Figure 2 . A similar analysis can be done for In spite of its simple assumptions, the present simulation gives correct results for deformation in tension: in a second step an intermediate model will be used, moreover, it will be taken into account dispersion of the texture, and a more realistic inter and intragranular hardening.
